Classification and Diagnosis of Cardiac Arrhythmia using an ECG-based Ensemble Approach
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ABSTRACT

Cardiovascular Disease (CVD) remains the leading cause of death, worldwide and in the United States. Approximately 30% of global deaths can be attributed to one form of CVD, including conditions such as heart disease, stroke, heart attack, and arrhythmia. In diagnosing CVD, electrocardiograms (ECG) are commonly used to measure and record the electrical activity of the heart. Their non-invasive, informative, and relatively simple nature allows for rapid deployment. However, because analysis of ECGs depends solely on a physician, ECG analysis becomes subjective, adding a potential layer of error to patient healthcare. Studies indicate that physicians often misread ECGs and disagree with each other’s interpretations. In order to develop an accurate and objective method for ECG analysis, this study evaluates various ensemble algorithms to design and create a supervised classification model. Several ensemble models were evaluated to derive one which correctly classifies CVD with sufficiently high accuracy. A boosted decision tree ensemble created to evaluate cardiac condition performs best, with an overall accuracy of 84.6% and an AUC of 0.828.
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1 Introduction

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the number one cause of death both globally and in the United States, accounting for 17.3 million deaths per year (30% of all deaths). In fact, it is estimated that the number will rise to 23.6 million deaths per year by 2030 [1].

In order to diagnose CVD, physicians utilize electrocardiogram (ECG) recordings. ECGs provide measurements, indicating the electrical activity of the heart. Despite CVD being the most prevalent cause of death worldwide, it is diagnosed using physician-based analysis of ECG data, which can potentially add subjective interpretation of patient data. In the United States, most ECGs are read by non-cardiologists with nominal training in ECG readings [2]. Furthermore, non-cardiologists often disagree on ECG analyses [3]. In the emergency room, errors in ECG analysis can delay appropriate treatment of patients at hand, as well as result in delayed treatment of patients waiting in the queue [4]. Thus, there is a clear and present need for an objective, accurate, and rapid method of ECG analysis.
Several attempts have been made in the past to produce a capable classification model for arrhythmia. Some of these studies focused on individual classifiers, such as relevance vector machines (RVM) [5]. Other approaches have attempted to utilize artificial neural networks (ANN), Markov chains, and support vector machines (SVM). Machine learning models have been applied to arrhythmia classification in the past, however the novel approach described herein utilizes an ensemble model. This ensemble approach offers a more robust model with reduced error. Therefore, multiple ensemble approaches were evaluated to accurately predict heart condition from electrocardiogram data.

2 Methods

2.1 Dataset

The dataset used herein was obtained from the University of California (UCI), Irvine Machine Learning Repository, contributed by Guvenir et al. [6,7]. The dataset contains information from 452 patients, consisting of 279 attributes. The patients’ conditions are labeled as one of 16 conditions, 15 irregular and one healthy. The features primarily consist of ECG data: heart rate, PQRST wave signals, channel information, et cetera. Other features are general subject information: age, sex, height, weight, et cetera. Table 1 below shows the categories/conditions and their respective sizes from the initial study. The data was largely intact, but several datum points were missing. The 14th feature, which consisted of J point data, was missing for the overwhelming majority of patients; of the 452 patients, 376 patients had missing values for feature 14. Data from feature 14 was therefore excluded from all patients. Additionally, 32 patients had missing values in a variety of features. Therefore, instead of interpolating those data, the 32 subjects were removed altogether. Instances which were labelled as 16, miscellaneous heart conditions, were also removed. The dataset used for the machine-learning model described herein consists of 402 patients with 278 features/attributes, belonging to 11 classes. Two-class performance (healthy or ill) was also assessed for each model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition Code</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Number of instances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Healthy</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ischemic changes (Coronary Artery Disease)</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Old Anterior Myocardial Infarction</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Old Inferior Myocardial Infarction</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sinus tachycardia</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sinus bradycardia</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Ventricular Premature Contraction (PVC)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Supraventricular Premature Contraction</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Left bundle branch block</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Right bundle branch block</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.14738/jbemi.55.5452
2.2 Machine Learning Model

Decision trees are a standard supervised learning method and are often used for both classification and regression. Classification and Regression Trees (CART) are relatively simple and easy to implement, but come with many tradeoffs. CART models introduce high variance and are quite unstable individually. To reduce the variance that a single unstable CART model might incur, various ensembles are proposed here. Several forms of boosting and aggregation are evaluated.

Boosting is an additional method of combining individual classifiers through the specification of a cost function and majority voting. It is also well suited for decision trees. RUSBoost, a popular boosting algorithm, rectifies class imbalances by drawing a subset of samples from each class and then follows traditional reweighting procedures for creating an ensemble [8-11].

2.3 Implementation

Using the MATLAB Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox, the ensemble approach was used here as it is favorable to individual CART models due to reductions in variance and overall increases in accuracy. In order to evaluate various ensembles and perform model selection, Bayesian optimization was used as described by Snoek, J et al. [12]. Bayesian optimization explores various hyperparameters in search of minimizing the objective function. This method of model and hyperparameter selection is favorable because grid searches are computationally intensive, and although random searches have been demonstrated to reduce error when certain criteria are met, Bayesian optimization produces non-trivial values in short time. A large quantity of tunable parameters exist, including, but not limited to: methods of boosting/bagging, maximum depth, minimum number of splits, split criterion, et cetera. As the number of tunable parameters increases, the time required for a grid search exponentially increases, leaving Bayesian optimization to be the preferred method. Bayesian optimization entails training a Gaussian process and computing the expected improvement. A model is constructed through exploration of certain values and predictions are made regarding which values will return the greatest expected improvement.

3 Results

Various ensembles were evaluated, as shown in Table 2.
Bayesian optimization was iteratively performed 30 times per classifier and the configurations with the highest accuracies were evaluated. The highest 11-Class accuracy was achieved with a random forest, an extension of bootstrap aggregation [13]. Random forests have been applied to a variety of biological problems [14-16]. This method involves utilizing several hundred individual trees to reach a classification. A random sample of features/predictors is utilized for each individual tree. Here, the random forest with 128 weak learners (trees) operates with 82.02% accuracy and has an AUC of 0.8449. The best 2-Class classifier was determined to be a boosted trees ensemble utilizing RUSBoost, an algorithm which alleviates class imbalances to obtain higher accuracy [17]. The boosted trees had an overall accuracy of 82.59% accuracy and an AUC of .8841. Figure 1 shows the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve for both the optimal 11-Class and 2-Class models.
Figure 1. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve for both the 2-class and 11-class models, detailing the relative performances of each model.

4 Discussion

The optimal model generated here, trees boosted with RUSBoost, has a specificity of 97.07%, sensitivity of 79.75%, and PPV of 94.89% when classifying heart irregularities. This shows vast improvement over both other computer models and physician-based interpretations of arrhythmia-related ECGs.

In comparison to previous machine learning projects and physician-gauged studies aimed at analyzing ECGs for cardiovascular conditions such as arrhythmia and heart failure, the algorithm presented herein had greater sensitivity, specificity, and positive predictive value (PPV). Sensitivity quantifies the ability of the proposed model to correctly detect heart irregularities amongst patients with heart irregularities. Similarly, specificity quantifies the ability of the model to detect when patients are healthy.

Compared to algorithms which utilized voting feature intervals, naive Bayes, k-nearest neighbors (KNN), support vector machines (SVM), and logistic regression, the model proposed here offers increased accuracy [6,18-20]. Additionally, both the random forest and the boosted trees offer the advantage of reduced variance given that it combines predictions from many independent weak learners. The previous studies also often utilized various cross validation methods (different training/testing splits or folds).

Furthermore, the proposed method also performed better than machine learning algorithms developed for analyzing other heart conditions, such as heart failure, with improved PPV [21]. The area under the ROC curve represents how well a classifier can distinguish between two classes (healthy or diseased).

Compared to healthcare professionals, the 2-class algorithm developed in this study had better specificity and accuracy. For instance, it outperformed cardiologists, general physicians, and general practice nurses in terms of specificity when diagnosing cardiac well-being [22]. Moreover, our false positive rate for ECG-based decision-making was 2.93%, compared to numbers as high as 41% for emergency medicine professionals when decisions needed to be made quickly [4]. Furthermore, physicians often disagree on ECG interpretations, with kappa values among cardiologists of 0.69 and among general physicians of 0.52 [3]. Kappa values indicate the rate of agreement amongst different
sources for categorical variables, and in this case, how often different doctors agreed on ECG-based
diagnoses. Inaccuracies and disagreements not only delay proper treatment of patients at hand, but
result in excess hospital admissions, thus delaying treatment for others. Therefore, usage of a computer
algorithm for ECG-analysis would solve not only issues of accuracy, but also speed of diagnosis.

5 Conclusion
The best performing ensemble method proposed here functions with approximately 82.59% accuracy.
Although this ensemble didn’t have the highest accuracy, its sensitivity, a more transferable metric in
clinical settings, was particularly high. The performance is a vast improvement over other classifiers and
healthcare professionals. The highest performing ensembles tested here were the random forest and
boosted trees. The ensembles, favorable to individual classifiers due to their impactful reduction on
variance and improved accuracy, perform with high accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity, allowing for a
proper classification of cardiological conditions in real-time.

6 Future Directions
More changes made in the preprocessing phase can have large impacts on the end result. Rather than
removing certain patients’ data and features, it may prove useful to interpolate certain datum points,
collect more refined data, and investigate feature selection. Furthermore, the model developed in this
experiment could be improved by introduction of further data, and a validation phase against data from
outside the original data set.
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